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3. Contour plots of (a) the initial poloidal magnetic field lines, and (b) the poloidal magnetic field lines, (c) toroidal field, and

Hawley & Balbus (1991)

orbits in the ß2 = 1000, a = 1 high-resolution simulation (Model 2b). There are 20 linearly spaced contours. The angular momentum

MAGNETOROTATIONAL
INSTABILITY (MRI)
Dispersion relation (∂z X0 = 0, P0 = 0, kr = 0, | kz | ≪ 1/r):

ω̃4 − Ω2ec,0ω̃2 − 4Ω20kz2v2A,0,z = 0,
where ω̃2 ≡ ω 2 − kz2v2A,0,z,

vA,0,z = B0,z / 4πρ0 is the vertical Alfvén speed,
Ω0 = v0,ϕ /r is the orbital frequency,

Ω2ec,0 ≡ 2Ω0(2Ω0 + r∂rΩ0) is the squared epicyclic frequency.
For B0,z = 0, the disk is stable if Ω2ec,0 > 0. Keplerian disk
with Ω0 ∝ r −3/2 has Ω2ec,0 = Ω20, is thus stable.
Unstable solution for weak vertical field.
For Keplerian disk: kz2v2A,0,z < 3;

fastest growth ω 2 = − (9/16)Ω20 for kz2v2A,0,z = 15/16.
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where H is the disk halfthickness at radius R,
η is magnetic diffusivity,

Pm−1

ν is kinematic viscosity.

Field line inclination angle:
tan θ ≃ 1.5/𝒟.

Figure 2. Plot of field lines in the equilibrium disc for the three values of <2$ in Fig. 1. In each plot, the hor
region occupied by the disc.
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Figure 10. Schematic of the field line structure in the coronal mechanism.
Field lines within the corona are carried in toward the black hole, forming a
hairpin-like structure. When the hairpin connects to the horizon, flux is added
to the funnel field and opposite-signed flux is added to the disk (shaded region).
Reconnection across the equator (dashed line) allows this field to form loops that
accrete. Accretion of those field loops results in an increase of the net horizon
flux.
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gure 2. (a) Meridional slices through the simulation at the approximate times shown, illustrating the development of large
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Fig. 1. (a) The basic elements of the proposed accretion model. An
strong poloidal magnetic field which has accumulated at the center. Insi
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lution for the vertical and radial correlation lengths. With θ d ≈
0.06, 0.13, 0.29, 0.59, this gives λθ,cor,ρ0 /θ d ≈ 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1
and λθ,cor,b2 /θ d ≈ 0.5, 0.7, 0.4, 0.3. Beyond the horizon, the jet is
always even better resolved than the disk. Summarizing, this shows
that the narrow density filaments are fairly resolved despite the
strong magnetic RT instabilities, while the magnetic field that fills
in the region between the dense filaments is well resolved beyond
the horizon. Across our poloidal field models, N θ = 128 is optimal
to resolve the compressed dense magnetic RT filaments outside the
horizon, while the magnetic field is marginally resolved even at
N θ = 64 (used for sweeping over spin).
Consider the A0.94BtN10(HR, i.e. high-resolution) toroidal field
models. The HR model gives α b and all η as quite similar. So,
our lower resolution toroidal field models are probably quantitatively converged. Indeed, all our toroidal models have Qθ,MRI ! 10,
Qθ,weak,MRI ! 10, Qφ,MRI ! 20, Qφ,weak,MRI ! 20, and αmag ≈ 0.4
as required to well-resolve the MRI (Hawley et al. 2011). The
A0.94BtN10 model has Qθ,MRI ≥ 10, Qθ,weak,MRI ≥ 10, Qφ,MRI ≥
58, Qφ,weak,MRI ≥ 32, and αmag ≈ 0.34. The A0.94BtN10HR model
has Qθ,MRI ≥ 50, Qθ,weak,MRI ≥ 30, Qφ,MRI ≥ 170, Qφ,weak,MRI ≥
80, and αmag ≈ 0.38. (The stated Q’s are limited by flow at r = ro
where 3 inflow times have passed.) So the MRI is probably wellconverged. In addition, for A0.94BtN10HR, across all quantities
(see list in previous paragraph) and locations (disk+corona and
jet), the azimuthal correlation’s mcor ≈ 6 − 22 (typically ∼ 10)
at all radii r = rH , 4rg , 8rg , 30rg corresponding to Qm,cor > 12
(typically ∼ 20) grid cells per correlation length. Also, this corresponds to a typical azimuthal correlation length dφcor ∼ 0.9θ d , so
that the largest correlated azimuthal structures are about as extended
as the half-vertical disk extent. These facts suggest that N φ = 128

182 × 84 × 240 for a comparable resolution per radius as our fiducial model, except very close to the BH where we have about four
times the θ resolution.
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7 DISCUSSION

Our simulations show that the accumulation of poloidal magnetic
flux leads to a two-phase-like magnetospheric accretion flow that
is dramatically different from the standard MRI-driven MHD turbulent accretion flow. The flow that develops in our simulations
is conceptually similar to the ‘magnetically arrested disc’ (MAD)
flow (Narayan et al. 2003). While the standard weakly magnetized
MRI-driven MHD turbulent flow has gas and magnetic pressures
in force balance near the BH, the MAD state develops as magnetic flux accumulates and magnetic forces balance the inflow’s
ram or gravitational forces. The originally conceived MAD flow
has a sharp magnetospheric boundary layer with a large density
contrast at some radius, as confirmed by low-resolution 3D MHD
simulations (e.g. fig. 13 in Igumenshchev et al. 2003; also seen
in our 2D axisymmetric simulations). In these pioneering studies,
accretion occurs primarily via diffusive reconnection events.
Our high-resolution fully 3D simulations show that efficient nonaxisymmetric magnetic RT instabilities prevent the formation of
the MAD’s sharp magnetospheric barrier. Any additional magnetic
flux that tries to accrete on to the BH is redistributed out in the
disc by these instabilities. Also, we found that the magnetosphere
geometrically compresses the dense inflow. We call this fully nonlinear MAD flow a ‘magnetically choked accretion flow’ (MCAF),
referring to the magnetic flux compressing the dense inflow leading
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Such a magnetic choke is analogous to chokes in man-made engines,
within which it enriches the fuel mixture by partially shutting off
the air intake.
Our simulations confirm the brief 3D PNMHD simulations by
Igumenshchev (2008) that also show MCAF formation. We also
roughly confirm the magnetospheric QPO mechanism by Li &

McKinney, Tchekhovskoy & Blandford (2012)
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Figure 10.
b 2 (2p ) at four typical times t [2941, 2971, 2988, 3009] rg c (from left to right) during the quasi-steady-state phase of accretion in the MAD
conﬁguration. Magnetic ﬁeld lines are plotted on top as solid black lines. In the top half, one can detect the accretion of a magnetic ﬂux tube (left panel) at
x 3rg, y 1rg that opens up and becomes tearing unstable (second panel) after it connects to the black hole and produces copious plasmoids coalescing into largescale structures (third and fourth panels) at x 5rg, y 2.5rg , with a typical size of about one Schwarzschild radius.
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strong collimation of the radiation (which was emitted in gas moving
We now study the heating/cooling balance by following the
gas
Figure
6. Numerical simulations in PLUTO – norm of the Fourier-transformed perturbation of the radial magnetic field ||B1r || as a fu
with relativistic velocity towards
the BH and crosses the inner radial
at rfid = 1.05 for vAφ = 0.1 and kz = 31. Time is in units of "−1
in and the measured growth rate in this case is ωImax = 0.19. The
on its way towards the BH inside the inflow/outflow equilibrium
has cs = 0.05 and vAzbox
= 0.01,
and the simulations
are performed
on a radial vertically)
grid r ∈ [1, 5] andand
a vertical
grid z ∈ trapping.
[−0.1, 0.1], with
boundary,
instead
of escaping
photon
region. Because such an equilibrium has not been reached for Nsimuz = 128, respectively
The rate of radiative cooling, i.e. the rate at which radiation escapes
lation D, we limit ourselves here to the stable simulation Q. We first
ϕ
from the system, follows closely the prediction of the standard
approximate the average radial velocity of the flow between radii
model (denoted with the dashed line).
r = 6rg and 20rg and get vQ = −3(r/rg )−2.5 c. Then, we ‘drop’ a
box, initially located between r = 19rg and 20rg , and calculate the
heating/cooling rates on its way towards the BH.
6 C O L L A P S I N G , W E A K LY
Fig. 6 shows the radiative cooling (blue line) and viscous heating
M AG N E T I Z E D D I S C
(orange line) rates as a function of time and the corresponding
Fig. 7 compares the evolution of the two models over time. The
location of the box (denoted with the black line labelled on the right)
left-hand set of panels shows the magnetically supported disc. It
for the stable simulation Q. The profiles were obtained by averaging
maintains its thickness and properties throughout the simulation.
the properties of five separate boxes ‘dropped’ at different times.
The right-hand panels reflect the evolution of the weakly magnetized
The dashed line shows the emission profile predicted by the thin
disc which changes its properties on a relatively short (thermal)
disc model for 0.8Ṁ Edd at the location corresponding to the centre
time-scale. Because of the excess of cooling over heating, the disc
of the box.
loses its radiation pressure support and gas collapses towards the
The simulated disc shows exact balance between heating and
equatorial plane. The density and the amount of gas in that region
cooling in the initial stage of the box infall – this indicates that
increase, and the MRI becomes underresolved.
the disc is radiatively efficient, i.e. all the generated heat is taken
Figure 7. Measured maximum linear growth rates ωI max as a function vAφ from numerical simulations in PLUTO (filled dots) and p
away from the disc by radiation. At the same time the disc neither
the global eigenvalue analysis (lines), for the most unstable mode at kz = 31, 62, 94 and 125 (represented by different colours). The
cools nor heats up, but maintains the equilibrium state it has reached.
has cs = 0.05 and vAz = 0.01, and the simulations are performed on a radial grid r ∈ [1, 5] and a vertical grid z ∈ [−0.1, 0.1], with
z = 128, respectively.
When the inner boundary of the box is located inside r ≈ 11rg N(what
happens roughly after t = 2200rg ), the rate of viscous heating starts
We have performed several simulations with varying vAφ to measure the growth rates of the most unstable m
to exceed the rate of radiative cooling (calculated by integrating
and 125. Note that because of the vertical extension of the domain, we can only probe kz in multiples of 10π. The
radiative flux over the vertical boundaries). However, most obtained
of the from PLUTO are shown in Fig. 7 together with the predicted maximum growth rates from the global eigenva
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Standard accretion disk models
suffer from instabilities
(thermal, viscous,
fragmentation - self-gravity).
A central layer of strong
toroidal field should stabilize
the disk (Begelman & Pringle
2007), confirmed by GRMHD
simulations.

effect of B on the MRI

also be compared with the left-hand panels of Fig. 2. We recover the suppression of the MRI growth rate at vAφ = 0.3
Above vAφ = 0.3, we also see the appearance of the new instabilities, namely, SHMI (see e.g. the non-zero ωI max
for vAφ = 0.4) and SSMI (see e.g. the non-zero ωI max for kz = 125 > kSI for vAφ = 0.4, recalling from the eigenv
93 for this field strength). The lowest dispersion (σ ) between the numerical and theoretical growth rates is obtained
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Increasing Bϕ initially
suppresses the MRI, then new
modes appear.

Figure 6. Heating (orange) and cooling rates (blue lines) in a box infalling
with the average radial velocity of the gas for simulation Q. The radial
boundaries of the box were initially located at r = 19rg and 20rg . The thin
black lines show their location as a function of time.

Figure 7. Time evolution of the strongly (model Q, left-hand panels) and
weakly (model D, right-hand panels) magnetized discs. Only the magnetically supported disc retains the equilibrium state. The weakly magnetized
one cools down, collapses towards the equatorial plane, and leads to underresolving the MRI.

Sądowski (2016)

SUMMARY
Accretion flows require a mechanism of redistributing angular
momentum (viscosity).
Magnetic fields have long been considered to provide such a
mechanism. The most important mechanism has been identified in
the magnetorotational instability (MRI).
Strong toroidal magnetic fields can stabilize accretion disks (thermal,
viscous, self-gravity modes), but also induce additional MRI modes,
can be sustained against buoyancy by shear-driven Ω dynamo.
Poloidal magnetic fields must be advected onto central object to
produce jets. Inwards advection is possible in thick accretion flows
and via coronae, generation from toroidal fields through an α dynamo
has also been demonstrated.

